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About CTA and CES
Thank you for Chairman Thune and Ranking Member Nelson for the opportunity to testify about how overregulation stifles innovation. I am Gary Shapiro, president and CEO of the Consumer Technology Association
(CTA)TM.
CTA represents more than 2,200 member companies who comprise the $292 billion U.S. consumer
technology industry, which supports more than 15 million American jobs. We work to advance public policy
that fosters innovation, advances competitiveness and promotes job and business creation. Our members
touch every aspect of tech and innovation including traditional consumer technology companies, sharing
economy and internet companies, and auto manufacturers and suppliers. Eighty percent of our member
companies are small businesses and startups. For these businesses, the cost of over-regulation means the
difference between survival and failure. In fact, CTA recently surveyed our member companies in
November on public policy priorities and over-regulation was raised as one of their primary business
challenges in growing jobs and continuing innovation in the United States.
CTA also owns and produces CES® – the world’s largest business event, held every January in Las Vegas. At
CES 2017, less than one month ago, we celebrated 50 years as the largest global gathering of innovation
and connectivity. With more than 3,800 exhibiting companies stretching across more than 2.6 million net
square feet, this year’s CES showcased how our industry is bettering the world through connectivity and
innovation, touching every facet of our lives – and the lives of those around the world.

I’ve been at the helm of CTA for more than 20 years, and from this vantage point, I have had the good
fortune of having a front row seat each day as our members develop and introduce innovative and lifechanging products and services, create jobs and grow our economy. But tech companies – startups and
Fortune 500s alike – need flexibility to innovate.

Examples of Over-regulation
The simple fact is, over-regulation stifles growth and harms innovation. Since 2009, federal regulators have
issued 20,642 regulations, increasing regulatory compliance costs by more than $100 billion annually.
Independent estimates suggest total regulatory costs exceed $2 trillion annually, with small businesses
shouldering a disproportionate share of the burden – 36 percent more than the regulatory cost facing large
firms.
Overtime Rule: The Obama Administration’s overtime rule, which would have doubled the overtime floor
from $23,660 to $47,476 per year – is a prime example of good policy intentions with harmful regulatory
results. Increasing the minimum exemption eligibility for white-collar employees may seem beneficial to
workers. However, the consequences would have been devastating for small businesses, startups and the
people they want to hire.
The Department of Labor’s proposed rule disregarded the realities of running a small business or startup
and ignored how the rule would choke U.S. innovation. Startups – especially tech firms – are a primary
source of job creation in the U.S., but most of them cannot pay the higher salaries of more-established
companies. The one-size-fits-all mandate left virtually no flexibility for startups – especially technology
companies – that don't rely on a traditional timecard pay structure. Fortunately, a federal court judge
granted a preliminary injunction of the entire rule prior to its December 1 effective date.

The overtime rule is not an exception. Over the last eight years we’ve seen regulatory overreach on
everything from student loans to banning unpaid internships keeping useful work experiences from those
seeking to learn. These new rules, combined with the rising costs of the Affordable Care Act, have
contributed to bleak training and job prospects, particularly in the tech workforce.
Conflict Minerals: Another well-intended law with a tremendously adverse impact is the Conflict Minerals
Provision of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010. In an attempt to
improve human rights in one African nation (the Democratic Republic of the Congo), the provision requires
that any publicly listed company using a variety of raw materials comply with a series of onerous and costly
certification and auditing mandates. Oversight of this major new obligation was delegated to the Securities
and Exchange Commission, an already-overburdened agency with no experience overseeing manufacturing

or import-exports. The National Association of Manufacturers reports compliance costs to the U.S.
economy between $9 and $16 billion each year. Ironically, by incentivizing manufacturers to avoid minerals
from the Congo, the Conflict Minerals rule has apparently harmed the Congolese economy and worsened
the humanitarian situation.
CTA Regulatory Engagement with Departments and Agencies Under Jurisdiction of Senate Commerce,
Science, and Transportation Committee
CTA works closely with a number departments and regulatory agencies under the jurisdiction of the Senate
Commerce, Space, and Transportation Committee to advance pro-innovation policy and reduce regulatory
barriers to entry. We also work with other departments and agencies not under the Committee’s
jurisdiction which present regulatory burdens in need of attention. While we have worked successfully
with many departments and agencies to advance innovation, I appreciate the opportunity to highlight
particular instances of over-regulation and urge regulatory humility on others.
U.S. Department of Transportation, NHTSA – Federal Automated Vehicles Policy
CTA represents a broad cross-section of the vehicle technology ecosystem including mapping companies,
suppliers, automakers, aftermarket suppliers and installers. As vehicle and self-driving technology continue
to evolve, automakers, technology companies and startups are partnering on new approaches to vehicle
and transportation network design. At CES® 2017, our members showcased the latest transportation
technology that will increase safety and accessibility, positively disrupt legacy markets, create new
employment opportunities, and revolutionize the way we do business and operate on-the-go. We are
actively engaged with the Department of Transportation and the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) on its Federal Automated Vehicles Policy and are encouraged by its recognition of
the need for consistency for self-driving vehicles and the importance of flexibility for the industry to
continue to innovate.
U.S. Department of Transportation, NHTSA – Phase II Driver Distraction Guidelines
Without question, distracted driving is unsafe and unacceptable. A driver’s highest priority must be
maintaining safe control of the vehicle at all times. CTA has been engaged with NHTSA on its Phase II
voluntary guidelines to address driver distraction. Our member companies have created driver-assist
technologies and apps that reduce or eliminate distractions such as drowsiness, in-car adjustments or
texting while driving. Other innovations like Bluetooth solutions and do-not-disturb apps assist in initiating
corrective actions when drivers lose focus. In addition to innovations within the car environment, the
technology industry has made considerable strides to raise awareness of the dangers of distracted driving
through initiatives and campaigns such as “It Can Wait.” More, we are working to advance the ultimate
solution to distracted driving – the rapid rollout of self-driving cars.

CTA shares NHTSA’s concerns about the hazards of distracted driving. However, we believe the Phase II
Guidelines take the wrong approach to technology, both in substance and by impermissibly reaching
beyond NHTSA’s statutory authority under the National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act (“Safety Act”).
NHTSA does not have the authority to dictate the design of smartphone apps and other devices used in cars
– its legal jurisdiction begins and ends with motor vehicle equipment. This regulatory overreach could
thwart innovative safety solutions from ever coming to market. NHTSA’s regulatory premise is dangerously
expansive, representing the worst of government overreach. Under NHTSA’s vision, it could have the effect
of influencing the design of technology products down to the fitness tracker worn on a driver. Such a vast
and extreme expansion of NHTSA’s authority, if it were to happen, would have to be explicitly granted by
Congress.
Further, NHTSA justifies this overreach by arguing that the proposed guidelines “are voluntary and
nonbinding, they will not require action of any kind, and for that reason they will not confer benefits or
impose costs.” This may be true in a technical sense; however, in practice the existence of federal
guidelines creates tremendous pressure for industry to adhere to them. NHTSA’s intention to monitor
compliance with the guidelines may create a particular kind of pressure for industry to adhere, rather than
risk the appearance of disagreement with or disregard for the agency’s perspective. The bottom line is
agency pronouncements have the power to induce or coerce industry action; if they did not, then there
would be no point to the agency’s lengthy and involved process of developing the proposed guidelines.
Federal Aviation Administration – Unmanned Aircraft Systems (Drones)
I would like to highlight the positive example the Federal Aviation Administration has set in handling the
emerging drone technology industry. FAA’s early and ongoing engagement with the drone industry and
user community is to be commended, and I hope, replicated by other departments and agencies
approaching new industries. FAA reached out to the emerging industry early, appointing staff to engage
directly and keeping the path of communication open. They solicit feedback from industry and stakeholders
regularly, even appointing an advisory committee (the Drone Advisory Committee) to assist the agency with
key issues. However, even with this orientation and approach, regulatory flexibility for FAA is needed as
they still must work through a regulatory regime established long before consumer and commercial drones
took to the air.
Federal Communications Commission – Broadband Privacy Rules
Late last year and over many objections, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) adopted privacy
rules for broadband and telecommunications services related to its broader Open Internet Order.
Unfortunately, in adopting new broadband privacy rules the FCC took actions that threaten the current and
future viability of and the innovations that have come from a vibrant internet. While the rules only apply to
internet service providers, it may establishes a dangerous precedent for the entire internet ecosystem. CTA,
along with internet and telecommunications entities, petitioned the FCC to reconsider its rules given they

substantially differ from the time-tested and successful Federal Trade Commission (FTC) framework and fail
to ensure a coherent and consistent approach to privacy. As an example, the FCC broadband privacy rules
classify Web-browsing and application (app) usage information that carriers currently collect as sensitive
and thus subject to opt-in consent for most usage and disclosures. This threatens to undermine the
innovation and competition within the vibrant internet ecosystem which has greatly benefited consumers
and the U.S. economy. Even more, the FTC – the primary government agency responsible for privacy –
provided expert recommendations urging a sensitivity-based approach to information consistent with the
FTC’s current and successful privacy regime that the FCC failed to adopt. The FCC also disregarded the FTC’s
concerns about “notice fatigue” of receiving too many notices resulting in consumers ignoring important
notices. The result is broad regulatory overreach over the internet by the FCC that creates legal uncertainty
compared to the more studied consultative approach of the FTC which looks at real harm to real Americans.

